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HIGHLIGHTS: 
19TH WORLD PENCAK SILAT

CHAMPIONSHIP 2022
The 19th World Pencak Silat Championship that was held in

Malacca, Malaysia from the 26th to the 31st of July 2022, our

athletes have been training intensively in preparation for the

championship. 

With various training programs catered to each athlete by the

technical team of Singapore Silat Federation, we are

determined to work together with athletes in order to bring

victory for the country at the first World Championship since

the COVID-19 pandemic. 

The championship concluded with Team Singapore achieving a

total of 4 Gold, 5 Silver, and 8 Bronze medals. Congratulations

team! 



TEAM COMPOSITION:
Match Male -A (under 45kg) - Dhani Andika Bin Razali

Match Male A (45 - 50kg) - Muhamad Isqandar Dzulfiqar Bin Md

Roslan

Match Male B (50 - 55kg) - Aniq 'Asri Bin Mohammad Yazid 

Match Male C (55 - 60kg) - Muhammad Hazim Bin Mohd Yusli 

Match Male D (60 - 65kg) - Muhammad Riansyauqi Bin Mistam 

Match Male E (65 - 70kg) - Abdul Raazaq Bin Abdul Rashid 

Match Male F (70 - 75kg) - Nurhisham Bin Sapari

Match Male G (75 - 80kg) - Sheik Ferdous Bin Sheik Alau'ddin 

Match Male H (80 - 85kg) - Muhammad Syahiran Bin Jeffry 

Match Male I (85 - 90kg) - Muhammad Nurshahfareeq Bin

Shahrudin 

Match Male J (90 - 95kg) - Sheik Farhan Bin Sheik Alau'ddin 

Match Male Open 1 (95 - 110kg) - Muhammad Syamil Bin Jeffry

Match Female -A (under 45kg) - Nur Tuhfah Izzah Binte Md Roslan

Match Female A (45 - 50kg) - Nadhrah Binte Sahrin

Match Female B (50 - 55kg) - Nur Syaza Insyirah Binte Md Roslan 

Match Female C (55 - 60kg) - Nurul Suhaila Binte Mohd Saiful 

Match Female D (60 - 65kg) - Siti Khadijah Binte Mohamad Shahrem

Match Female F (70 - 75kg) - Nur Shaqira Binte Sheik Alau'ddin 

Artistic Male Single - Muhammad Iqbal Bin Abdul Rahman 

Artistic Male Double - Muhammad Hazim Bin Mohd Zaque &

Muhammad Haziq Bin Mohd Zaque 

Artistic Male Team - Muhammad Affiz Bin Md Zakri, Muhammad

Nazrul Bin Mohd Kamal & Muhammadinil Mustafar Bin Mohd Isa 

Artistic Female Single - Siti Nazurah Binte Mohd Yusoff 

Artistic Female Double - Nur Azlyana Binte Ismail & Sharifah Shazza

Binte Samsuri 

Artistic Female Team - Iffah Batrisyia Binte Noh, Amirah Binte

Sahrin & Nur Ashikin Binte Zulkifli
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SNIPPETS OF ATHLETES' IN-CAMP TRAINING 
7 JUNE - 22 JULY 2022
To better prepare our athletes for the intense training for the 19th

World Pencak Silat Championship, a local centralised in-camp

training is currently ongoing. 





On the 9th of July 2022, we held a Flag Raising Ceremony for our

Team Singapore Silat athletes and team officials who will be

representing Singapore at the 19th World Pencak Silat

Championship, at our official training grounds in OCBC Arena,

Singapore Sports Hub. 

The flag raising ceremony honors the Singaporean flag as the

symbol of our country and all the hopes, dreams and people that it

represents. This is also to commemorate the athletes who will be

representing our nation at the 19th World Pencak Silat

Championship, having it to be postponed due to the COVID-19

pandemic.

Big thanks to Mr. Lim Ah Boy, for gracing the event with your

presence and the motivational speech for our athletes and

officials! 

19TH WORLD PENCAK SILAT CHAMPIONSHIP
FLAG RAISING CEREMONY
9TH JULY 2022





Photos by: Jupong
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WPSC2022: MEETING WITH ORGANISERS
21ST JULY 2022



WPSC2022: 
INTERNATIONAL WASIT JURI UPGRADING CLASS III
& ITO REFRESHER COURSE (DAY 1)
22ND JULY 2022





WPSC2022: TEAM DEPARTURE TO
MALACCA, MALAYSIA
23RD JULY 2022

Photos by: Jupong



WPSC2022: 
INTERNATIONAL WASIT JURI UPGRADING CLASS III
& ITO REFRESHER COURSE (DAY 2)
23RD JULY 2022



WPSC2022: TEAM TRAINING @ HOTEL
METRASQUARE
23RD JULY 2022

Photos by: Jia Xing



Photos by: SK Teck



WPSC2022: TEAM TRAINING @ HOTEL
METRASQUARE 
24TH JULY 2022

Photos by: SK Teck



Photos by: Jia Xing



WPSC2022: 
INTERNATIONAL WASIT JURI UPGRADING CLASS III & ITO
REFRESHER COURSE (GRADUATION CEREMONY)
24TH JULY 2022



WPSC2022: TEAM TRAINING @ HOTEL
METRASQUARE 
25TH JULY 2022

Photos by: SK Teck



Photos by: Jia Xing
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WPSC2022: WELCOMING DINNER
25TH JULY 2022



WPSC2022: PERSILAT CONGRESS
26TH JULY 2022

Photos by: SK Teck



WPSC2022: TEAM TRAINING @ HOTEL
METRASQUARE 
26TH JULY 2022

Photos by: Jia Xing



Photos by: SK Teck



WPSC2022: OPENING CEREMONY
26TH JULY 2022

Photos by: SK Teck



WPSC2022: COMPETITION DAY 1
ARTISTIC (PRELIMINARY & QUARTER FINAL) &
MATCH (PRELIMINARY)
27TH JULY 2022

Photos by: SK Teck



WPSC2022: COMPETITION DAY 2
ARTISTIC (QUARTER FINAL) & MATCH (QUARTER
FINAL)
28TH JULY 2022

Photos by: SK Teck



WPSC2022: COMPETITION DAY 3
MATCH (QUARTER FINAL) & ARTISTIC (SEMI FINAL &
FINAL)
29TH JULY 2022

Photos by: SK Teck



Photos by: Jia Xing



WPSC2022: COMPETITION DAY 4
MATCH (SEMI FINAL)
30TH JULY 2022

Photos by: SK Teck



Photos by: Jia Xing



WPSC2022: COMPETITION DAY 5
MATCH (FINAL)
31ST JULY 2022

Photos by: SK Teck



Photos by: Jia Xing



WPSC2022: PRIZE PRESENTATION
31ST JULY 2022

Photos by: SK Teck
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WPSC2022: CLOSING CEREMONY
31ST JULY 2022



WPSC2022: TEAM ARRIVAL BACK HOME
1ST AUGUST 2022



GOLD:
1. ARTISTIC FEMALE TEAM - Amirah Binte Sahrin, Iffah Batrisyia Binte Noh & Nur Ashikin
Binte Zulkifli
2. ARTISTIC MALE SINGLE - Muhammad Iqbal Bin Abdul Rahman
3. MATCH MALE J (90-95KG) - Sheik Farhan Bin Sheik Alau'ddin
4. MATCH MALE B (50-55KG) - Aniq 'Asri Bin Mohammad Yazid

SILVER:
1. MATCH FEMALE E (65-70 KG) - Siti Khadijah Binte Mohd Shahrem
2. MATCH MALE -A (<45KG) - Dhani Andika Bin Razali
3. MATCH MALE I (85-90KG) - Muhammad Shahfareeq Bin Shahrudin
4. MATCH FEMALE A (45-50KG) - Nadhrah Binte Sahrin
5. MATCH MALE E (65-70KG) - Abdul Raazaq Bin Abdul Rashid

BRONZE:
1. ARTISTIC MALE TEAM - Muhammadinil Mustafar Bin Mohd Isa, Muhammad Nazrul Bin
Mohd Kamal, Muhammad Affiz Bin Md Zakri
2. ARTISTIC FEMALE SINGLE - Siti Nazurah Binte Mohd Yusoff
3. ARTISTIC MALE DOUBLE - Muhammad Hazim Bin Mohd Zaque & Muhammad Haziq
Bin Mohd Zaque
4. MATCH FEMALE B (50-55KG) - Nur Syaza Insyirah Binte Md Roslan
5. MATCH FEMALE F (70-75KG) - Nur Shaqira Binte Sheik Alau'ddin
6. MATCH MALE D (60-65KG) - Muhammad Riansyauqi Bin Mistam
7. MATCH MALE C (55-60KG) - Muhammad Hazim Bin Mohd Yusli
8. MATCH MALE H (80-85KG) - Muhammad Syahiran Bin Jeffry

NON - MEDALISTS:
1. ARTISTIC FEMALE SOLO CREATIVE - Sharifah Shazza Binte Samsuri
2. ARTISTIC MALE SOLO CREATIVE -  Muhammadinil Mustafar Bin Mohd Isa 
3. MATCH MALE F (70-75KG) - Nurhisham B Sapari
4. MATCH MALE G (75-80KG) - Sheik Ferdous Bin Sheik Alau'ddin
5. ARTISTIC FEMALE DOUBLE - Nur Azlyana Binte Ismail & Sharifah Shazza Binte
Samsuri
6. MATCH FEMALE C (55-60KG) - Nurul Suhaila Binte Mohd Saiful
7. MATCH MALE OPEN 1 (95-110KG) - Muhammad Syamil Bin Jeffry
8. MATCH FEMALE -A (<45KG) - Nur Tuhfah Izzah Binte Md Roslan
9. MATCH MALE A (45-50KG) - Muhamad Isqandar Dzulfiqar Bin Md Roslan

MEDAL TALLY:



OFFICIAL OPENING OF
ANJUNG @ WISMA GEYLANG

SERAI

Photo by: Jia Xing

On the 8th of July 2022, Singapore Silat Federation was invited to the

official opening ceremony of Anjung at Wisma Geylang Serai. The

opening ceremony was hosted by the Chairman of the Steering

Committee of Geylang Serai Cultural Precinct, Minister Dr. Maliki

Osman, and to grace the event, the Guest of Honor Minister Indranee

Rajah. 

The opening ceremony included a skit performance to showcase the

different aspects of a Malay Wedding.

As Pencak Silat originates from the Malay Archipelago and

Indonesian's heritage. Singapore Silat Federation was invited to

showcase our sport in support of the opening ceremony. Our national

athletes, Nur Azlyana and Sharifah Shazza, performed a short

performance of the Artistic Ganda. 



Photos by: Singapore Silat Federation and Jia Xing



RECRUITMENT:
SILAT ALUMNI





BIKERS SILAT X SINGAPORE
SILAT FEDERATION: 'RIDE

TO RELAX' SESSION
On the 11th of July 2022, we took our National Athletes who will be

competing in the 19th World Pencak Silat Championship on a ride! 

We had the opportunity to have Bikers Silat hop onto their fine-

looking Harley-Davidson bikes, as a morale booster for the athletes

amidst intensive training sessions. Thank you Bikers Silat! 

The friendly bikers from Bikers Silat clicked with our athletes,

coaches and sparring partners as they cruise along to Mount

Faber, and the Harley-Davidson showroom. 

Big thanks to Dorothy for allowing us to visit and showing us

around! 







TRIP TO CAMBODIA
The 32nd edition of the multi-sport event has been confirmed

to be held in Phnom Penh, Cambodia, from the 6th to the 16th
of May 2023. 

On the 14th of July 2022, Dr. Sheik Alau'ddin flew over to

Cambodia via the Indonesian embassy to be in talks with the

Cambodian SEA Games Organizing Committee (CAMSOC) to

have Pencak Silat in the upcoming SEA Games in 2023. 

Prior to this meeting, a ceremonial memorandum of

understanding, or MOU, was signed by Mr. Prabowo Subianto,

the President of the International Pencak Silat Federation. 

We will see you all at the 32nd SEA Games! 





FORUM GROUP DISCUSSION ON
TRADITIONAL GAMES AND

SPORTS
On the 5th of July 2022, our Project Manager and National

Coach, Mr. Noh Mohd Sharif, attended a Forum Group

Discussion conducted by the National Institute of Education

(NIE). 

The discussion was about creating awareness to Traditional

Sports and Games. Some points that were brought up in the

discussion included the involvement of the government to

help enhance the sport, creating awareness amongst the

community, and ways to get the schools and communities

involved in creating the awareness. 



EQUIPMENT FOR
SALE

trisula
(sold in pairs)

karambit
(sold in pairs)

cambuk

For enquiries on how to purchase the training equipment,
you can send an email to fidzah@persisi.org. 



golok
(size 1 - 26.0cm)

golok
(size 2 - 29.0cm)

golok
(size 3 - 32.0cm)

golok
(size 4 - 35.0cm)

golok
(wood)

For enquiries on how to purchase the training equipment,
you can send an email to fidzah@persisi.org. 



sabit

dagger

padding
For enquiries on how to purchase the training equipment,

you can send an email to fidzah@persisi.org. 



keris
(training)

keris

For enquiries on how to purchase the training equipment,
you can send an email to fidzah@persisi.org. 



toya

body protector
(sold in pairs)

*Please note that this is a prototype, not
an original. 

For enquiries on how to purchase the training equipment,
you can send an email to fidzah@persisi.org. 



For enquiries on how to purchase the training equipment,
you can send an email to fidzah@persisi.org. 

*used



SILAT TRAINING
WITH PROJECT

PENCIL SINGAPORE
On the 15th of July 2022, the first Silat training session began for

the participants from Project Pencil Singapore. The sessions will

take place every Friday and Saturday evenings at the ActiveSG

Silat Hall in Heartbeat@Bedok.

From the sessions that we have gone through with the sessions

thus far, it is safe to say that they had so much fun and are very

eager to learn! 

All of us here at Singapore Silat Federation are so excited to be in

collaboration for this project and we hope that this will be as

beneficial and valuable for the participants, as it is for us. 

Stay tuned for more updates! 





SPECIAL FEATURE:
FAIRUZ MOHAMED

I am Fairuz Mohamed, and I am the Head of Operations for

Singapore Silat Federation (SSF).

I am a firm believer that sport brings people together, and

because of that, I have chosen to be in the sports industry as a

career. I have been working in the sports industry for the past

12 years, and have exposed myself to multiple roles ranging

from different sports. 

Sports has instilled a positive character development and

resilience which has been valuable even in my own personal

development. 



One thing about SSF that intrigues me is the long-term goal

of being a sport that is competed in the Olympics. This is a

vision that if strategically planned can be achieved, thus, I

want to play a minute part in making this vision a reality.

With that, the core of my current position entails the strategic

planning and the professionalization of SSF's operations. This

covers a broad spectrum which involves various mechanics to

the organization and ensuring that the Federation has a

system that ascertain its viability for many years to come.

Furthermore, SSF is a non-profit organization in which it

relies heavily on grants from Sport Singapore, thus it is

instrumental that SSF strives to be self-sustainable in its

operations. 

I applied for the role from a job

advertisement by Singapore

National Olympic Council. I later

learnt it was a secondment to

SSF. 

With the capable secretariat

team within the Federation, I

am sure that they will ensure a

smooth transition for me to

execute my responsibilities. 



In the short span that I have been with SSF so far, I see that

SSF is an organization with a clear vision, but it definitely

must not end there. The end goal for SSF has been set,

however, we must understand that for an organization to

achieve the penultimate goal, there are many obstacles,

speed bumps and hurdles to overcome. The breaking down

of the steps to the goal will be critical to achieve the vision.

Thus, embracing small wins and having clarity will be

essential for SSF to maximise its full potential.

Given only one choice, I would say that outsiders’ point of

view on Silat being a Malay sport is inaccurate. Living in a

multi-racial society, the onus falls on SSF to educate the

public that Silat is a multi-racial sport or martial arts as well.

As a sport that competes for glory on the international stage,

the larger talent pool/athletes we have, the sport will benefit

extensively from it. This is in line with the corporate vision of

SSF.



It does not fall only on motivation; it is a form of responsibility.

Let me share a quote, “Do it right or don’t do it at all”. A quote

by Catherine Bybee and a statement advocated by my

beloved wife as well is something that I live by. It does not

only apply to work but in life as well. 

For as long as I can remember, I have always led an active

lifestyle. Hence, participating in leisure sport and keeping

myself healthy are the few things that I enjoy doing outside of

work. On another note, all of us are lifelong learners and

reading books, articles, is one of the ways I fill my time.



I would quote Edmund Lee in my message to the athletes

and aspiring athletes, “Surround yourself with the dreamers

and the doers, the believers and thinkers, but most of all,

surround yourself with those who see the greatness within

you, even when you don't see it yourself”. 

One of my proudest moments would be summitting Everest

Base Camp. I am not an individual who enjoys hiking or

climbing but my wife does. She initiated the idea and

motivated us to achieve the feat together and I thank her for

that. The climb was an experience by itself and made me

realise that we humans put limits on ourselves. Fortunately

for humans, we have the power to push those limits and

unlock our full potential. The mind is way more capable than

we can imagine.



SILAT WORKSHOP @
MADRASAH IRSYAD ZUHRI

AL-ISLAMIAH
This month, Singapore Silat Federation conducted a 2-hour

After School Program with the students of Madrasah Irsyad

Zuhri Al-Islamiah. 

The Silat Workshops were held over two sessions: 1st and 8th

of July 2022, from 2.30 pm - 4.30 pm at their school courtyard. 

From the looks of it, the students had a good time during the

Silat Workshop with our National Coaches! 

If your school is interested to engage Singapore Silat

Federation for Silat Workshops/Classes, drop us an email at

ssf@persisi.org!





FEATURES

3 July 2022, Berita Harian, Satria silat bangkit dari kesedihan... siap
turun gelanggang



3 July 2022, Berita Harian, Wahyudi akan isi kekosongan selepas
'pemergian' Ichsan



12 July 2022, Berita Harian, 30 pesilat negara siap sertai Kejohanan
Pencak Silat Dunia



17 July 2022, Berita Harian, Filem beri kesedaran kepada seni silat
setempat



22 July 2022, Berita Harian, Awalnya diketepi tapi silat kembali
disertakan dalam Sukan SEA Kemboja



24 July 2022, Berita Harian
Adik-beradik susuh langkahm pertajam pukulan untuk SG

Shaqira nak jadi juara dunia... bukan dibayangi ayah, dua abang juara
dunia



25 July 2022, Berita Harian, Pesilat muda SG teruja turun gelanggang
antarabangsa



27 July 2022, Berita Harian, Pesilat negara tenang buru sasaran di
Kejohanan Dunia



28 July 2022, Berita Harian, Pesilat SG, Iqbal terus berjuang mara ke
suku akhir



29 July 2022, Berita Harian, 4 lagi gangsa sekurangnya milik pesilat
SG



30 July 2022, Berita
Harian, Tersingkir tapi
Ferdous tekad tidak

mengaku kalah



31 July 2022, Berita Harian, Regu silat SG buat kejutan, rangkul emas
di kejohanan dunia

31 July 2022, The Straits Times, Singapore on course for best showing



SportsCollective, co-founded by Singapore Silat Federation's

CEO, Dr Sheik Alau'ddin, alongside Alfred Lye, is a platform

that will allow fans of local sports to hold Non-fungible Tokens

(NFTs) curated by their favourite sports athletes. This will be

launched in mid-February. 

With the objectives of generating income and improving the

interactions between the athletes and fans, the NFTs will be

made available in forms such as super-fan badges, iconic

sports moments, portraits of the athletes, and many more.

SPORTSCOLLECTIVE

Some of the athletes who have

joined SportsCollective include our

very own World Champions; Sheik

Farhan, Sheik Ferdous and Nurul

Suhaila. 

Find out more about

SportsCollective by scanning the QR

code! 



FOR MORE READING ON NFTS: 



LIM AH BOY
CONCERT

On the 31st of July 2022, Mr. Lim Ah Boy held the grand finale

of the Lim Ah Boy Hokkien Singing Competition at Kreta Ayer

People's Theatre. Mr. Fairuz Mohamed attended the concert to

represent Singapore Silat Federation at the event. 

Once again, from all of us here at Singapore Silat Federation,

we would like to thank Mr. Lim Ah Boy for his generous

contribution towards the development of our athletes, and we

hope to continue to bring more success in the coming future

of Pencak Silat.





A CHAT WITH:
PERGURUAN SENDENG

PUKULAN
My name is Muhammad Taufiq

Bin Jasni, and I am currently

the Guru of Perguruan

Sendeng Pukulan. 

I began my Silat journey when I

was 5, and eventually started

picking it up actively from the

age of 10. My journey revolved

mainly on Silat Tanding, as my

father who was the

Grandmaster and Founder of

Perguruan Sendeng Pukulan,

the late Jasni Bin Salam, was a

well-known Silat fighter of his

time. 

He was involved in many

competitions locally and

internationally, namely the

Martial Arts Exhibition at the

Gay World Stadium and the

First International

competition in Jakarta,

Indonesia. 



Sendeng Pukulan

School of Pencak Silat

was officially established

on the 17th of February

1989. It was founded by

my late father, who was

determined to establish

his own Pencak Silat

school. 

Thus, he met up with

the late Pak Hosni, a

well-known Guru

(master) and a Pendekar

(warrior).

After going through two years of training with Pak Hosni, he was

later certified to be a Guru of his own Silat school. However,

before it all began, he had undergone training with the other

gurus in Singapore which also includes Pak Buang Bahar. 

In Singapore itself, he has learnt the art of Pencak Silat from 5

different gurus in both the physical and spiritual aspects of self-

defence. 

Some of the gurus that he trained with were; Pak Buang Bahar

from Seni Silat Gayong Perwanit, Pak Suni Rabi from Seni

Pokolan, Hajah Maimunah from Silat Gagak Sakti, and Haji Hosni

Bin Ahmad from Perguruan Alhaq. 



With all the techniques and the knowledge that the late Jasni

Salam has garnered from the different gurus, he was fast in

incorporating the moves into Silat Tanding, which eventually

became popular in the 1980's. 

With his vast experiences in fighting with different opponents

from different backgrounds in martial arts, it is no wonder that

many of his students have become some of the top fighters in

Singapore. 

Being a fighter himself, he often sparred with his students during

training sessions as a form of experience and encouragement for

them to better themselves as pesilats, and have since proved its

efficiency. 



Being relatively new in the Silat world in Singapore, Sendeng

Pukulan became popular for being aggressive in our fights. We

were always taught to never retreat and never give up. Besides

that, we were also taught to always respect each other. Discipline

has always been our no.1 lesson, and our no-nonsense attitude

during training has always been our identity. All these has made

me who I am today. 

"Wujudkan jatidiri dan tingkatkan prestasi Pencak Silat" ("Create

identity and improve the performance of Pencak Silat") is our

perguruan motto since its establishment in 1989. 

Our aim is to inculcate good moral values and discipline as a

pesilat, to be a man of honor and integrity, and to uphold the

values of Pencak Silat. These are the values that we hold on to

ever since. 



Besides teaching

Silat in CCs and

RCs, I have also

been actively

coaching the

Artistic Team at

tertiary schools

namely the

National University

of Singapore (NUS),

Singapore Institute

of Management

(SIM), and Millennia

Institute (MI), with

the longest service

being with NUS for

about 12 years now. 

Coaching the students from the tertiary level is a challenge for

me, albeit a positive one. Most of the students are usually

relatively new to Pencak Silat and to prepare them for the

annual Tertiary Open is a hurdle.

Seeing their progress throughout the months of training and

finally watching them apply it in the competition is definitely

something that I am proud of. One of my most proudest

moments was when NUS became the overall champion in the

Tertiary Open in 2011. 



In training, I was always taught by my late parents to always be

the role model. Throughout my years, I learnt that training

together alongside the pesilats is the way to motivate them. I

do not only tell them what to do, but to be able to do it with

them is a way to tell them that "if we can do it, so can they". 

That principle was what has been passed down to our

instructors in our gelanggang. We expect them to do the

same when coaching our members in their respective training

centres. 

After the passing of my parents, I am entrusted with the legacy

to continue the art of Sendeng Pukulan to the future

generations. My goal is to empower the pesilats with the same

values that my parents have brought down to us, and to enrich

them with knowledge and skills in Pencak Silat. It definitely

will not be easy to preserve the history, art and culture of

Sendeng Pukulan, but with our determination I know it will be

worth it in the end. 



SILAT DEMONSTRATION
FOR THE GOVERNOR OF

CENTRAL SULAWESI
On the 15th of July 2022, our Artistic athletes were invited to do a

performance for the Governor of Central Sulawesi, His Excellency

Mr. Rusdy Mastura, and the Head of Senate Head for Jakarta

University, Professor Hafid Abbas. 

Along with local talents, Andry Darwisy and Heliza, the VIPs were

entertained at the showcase that was held for them organized by

Boss Production. 





JAMIYAH'S 90TH
ANNIVERSARY GALA

DINNER
Jamiyah Singapore celebrated its 90th Anniversary with a gala

dinner on the 16th of July 2022 at the Marina Bay Sands

Convention Centre.

The event was graced by guest of honour, Mr. Teo Chee Hean,

Senior Minister and Minister for National Security, and special

guests: Mr. K Shanmugam, Minister for Law and Minister for

Home Affairs; Mr. Zaqy Mohamad, Senior Minister of State,

Ministry of Defence & Ministry of Manpower; Dr Muhammad

Faishal Ibrahim, Minister of State, Ministry of Home Affairs &

Ministry of National Development, Mr. Melvin Yong, Member of

Parliament. 

Staff and members of Singapore Silat Federation's Management

Committee attended the event to represent. 



#OUTOFARENA

#OUTOFARENA is an effort to
promote the sport and the
people involved in the Silat
community in Singapore via
video content on our YouTube
channel, as well as our Social
Media platforms. 

Keep your eyes peeled for more
fun and exciting content on our
YouTube channel and our TikTok
as well! 

Singapore Silat
Federation

sgsilat



RACIAL HARMONY DAY:
SILAT PERFORMANCE AT

UNITY SECONDARY SCHOOL
Unity Secondary School showcased traditional martial arts

performers for their Racial Harmony Day celebrations on Friday,  

the 22nd of July 2022.

With that, our seni athletes were invited to Unity Secondary

School to do a Silat performance during the students' morning

assembly. We hope the students enjoyed the performance! 

If your school or organization is interested to have our athletes

to do a Silat performance, feel free to reach out to us at

ssf@persisi.org. 



TRIP TO MALDIVES
From the 15th to the 21st of July 2022, Dr Sheik Alau'ddin flew over

to the Maldives for the 54th Asian Bodybuilding & Physique Sports

Championship 2022 as a Special Guest for Datuk Paul Chua, the

President of the World and Asian Bodybuilding and Physique

Sports Federation (ABBF).

During the trip, Dr Sheik also managed to sit down with the Sport

Minister of Maldives, Mr. Ahmed Mahloof, along with Datuk Paul

Chua, to discuss about the expansion of Pencak Silat in Maldives, as

well as the future of bodybuilding and how Datuk Paul Chua

continued to improve and develop the ABBF at the age of 80. 





HAIRCUT WITH FRANK'S
PARLOUR

As part of the collaboration with Singapore Silat Federation,

our male national athletes, who were competing for the 19th

World Pencak Silat Championship, were treated to a

complimentary haircut at Frank's Parlour (FP).

The event took place over two days, on the 20th and the 21st

of July 2022. The team from Frank's Parlour, comprises of

Sonic, the founder of FP, and Johnny, manager of FP.

Singapore Silat Federation would like to thank Frank's

Parlour for the generous contribution and helping to make

our athletes look good before the event. 





NATIONAL
SYLLABUS

The National Syllabus is created to form a standard syllabus

for those who are interested to learn Silat, and are not

involved in any of the Silat clubs available. 

This is also set for interested coaches and referees who have

no prior Silat background to learn the basics of Pencak Silat. 

With the National Syllabus, this can assist any interested

members of public who are interested in the upcoming

Referee-Jury and Coaching courses conducted by Singapore

Silat Federation. 

As the National Syllabus (Level 1) will be a pre-requisite for

the two courses mentioned, this can give a heads up to

participants on Pencak Silat and the New Rules. 



LEVELS IN NATIONAL SYLLABUS

Combination of basic techniques

Stances and footwork

Fighting style

Memorization of artistic movements

Code of Ethics of a Pencak Silat athlete

Others

Full completion for the National Grading & Syllabus will

approximately to be completed between 8 to 10 years. 

Upon completion of each level, students will earn a badge where

it will be placed on the edge of the sash. Students are required to

put on the current badge they have attained for instructors to

identify their level easily during training.

Badges will be given upon completion of each level.

Components that will be graded is inclusive of:



FACE OF THE MONTH:
MUHAMMAD ANIQ FARISH

BIN ROSLAN
My name is Muhammad Aniq Farish Bin Roslan, 12 years old

this year, and I am a National Silat Athlete under the Pre-

Junior category. 

I would normally describe myself as a quiet boy who loves to

smile and I enjoy being occupied and 

engaged in sports and outdoor activities.

I started getting involved in Silat when I

was 6 years old with Perguruan Sendeng

Pukulan, along with my elder sister and

younger brother. 

My interest in Silat grew even deeper as 

I was trained by the late Guru, Atok 

Jasni Salam. 

He was a great motivator for me as

he always believed that I will always

be the "champion" in his eyes. 

I am also very glad all my coaches 

who are always encouraging me 

throughout my journey thus far. 



Besides being actively

involved in Silat, I love

kicking balls in the field! 

I was selected to be in the

school's soccer and

floorball team where St.

Gabriel's Primary School

became champions for

both tournaments this

year. 

That was definitely a

memorable experience for

me. 

Although both the sports mentioned differ greatly from Silat,

I strongly believe that training, determination, sportsmanship

and teamwork plays a very big part in achieving my goals. 

Being involved in these sports, it

constantly makes me feel brave,

especially when I am in the fighting

arena against my opponent. 

My first                
Gold medal!



A fun fact about myself? 

I am a picky eater who does not eat meat! I will only eat plain

rice with nuggets, plain cheese burgers from McDonald's or

Burger King, or a plain Ramly burger! 

It might seem weird to some people, but that is one thing

about me that most people don't know.

As of right now, I am content and I feel the most gratitude

towards my parents who put in a lot of effort for my siblings

and I. They work so hard to make us happy, and I am very

thankful for that.

Working towards my goals as an athlete, one thing that I

want to accomplish this year is to pass my PSLEs with flying

colours, and from then on embark on to the next learning

journey of mine. 



ONE FIGHT NIGHT 1:
MORAES VS.
JOHNSON II 

This August 27, get ready for an electrifying experience at ONE

Fight Night 1: Moraes vs. Johnson II LIVE at the Singapore Indoor

Stadium.

 

Headlining this morning extravaganza is the highly anticipated

rematch between ONE Flyweight World Champion Adriano Moraes

and MMA legend Demetrious Johnson.  

Plus, longtime ONE Bantamweight Muay

Thai World Champion Nong-O

Gaiyanghadao defends his belt against

British superstar Liam Harrison, and Thai

sensation Rodtang Jitmuangnon faces

Savvas Michael in the ONE Flyweight

Muay Thai World Grand Prix semifinals.

Get your tickets NOW!



OLYMPIC DAY
WALK 2022

Olympic Day 2022 was celebrated on the 30th of July 2022, at the

Singapore Sports Hub, from 7.30am - 11am. 

The Olympic Day is commemorated worldwide to celebrate the

Olympic ideals and encourage people to get active. This year’s

programme is organized in conjunction with the GetActive!

Singapore Workout 2022: Dance of the Nation. 

The flag-off for the Olympic Day Walk, which consists of a 3-km

walk around Singapore Sports Hub, began at 8.15am. 





UPCOMING
COURSES

NEW DATES ADDED!

WASIT-JURI COURSE 
With the current rules and regulations, our new wasit juri course

will cover every aspect of the article including the setting up and

running of competition, theory sessions on all the rules, physical

fitness test, practical session on becoming a wasit, learning and

trying out the technical skills for both match and artistic,

understanding the digital scoring system as a juri, and

understanding the process of the protest system.

Participants will go through a hands on session for the digital

scoring system and protest system.

To complete the session, all participants

must go through the attachment during the

44th National Pencak Silat Championship

2022. Therefore, you cannot compete or be a

team official for the event.

The course fee will be $500, inclusive of one

set of WJ Uniform. You are eligible to claim

SkillsFuture Credit for this course.

WJ Course Dates: 13, 14, 20, 21 August 2022

Attachment Period: TBA



SG COACH INTEGRATED LEVEL-ONE
COURSE

Singapore Silat Federation has recently organized the SG-Coach

Pencak Silat Integrated Level 1 Course that was held on 4, 5, 6, 11, 12

& 13 April 2022 at Heartbeat@Bedok. 

Additional dates for e-learning from 2 August - 13 September 2022,

and in-person lessons on the 3, 4, 5, 10, 11 & 12 October 2022.

The SG-Coach Integrated Pencak Silat Level 1 Course aims to meet

the demands of individuals who aspire to coach the sport of silat,

equipping the coach with fundamental but vital skills in coaching

the sport of silat effectively.



Effectively coach the sport of Pencak Silat,

Understand the key features of the sport of Silat and it’s

affiliates,

Understand the principles of coaching in the context of Silat,

Design effective silat training programs,

Apply basic sports science knowledge in achieving peak

performance in Silat athletes

Assist Silat athletes to enhance and develop their skills

At the end of the course, participants will be able to:

Participants are required to complete all pre-required modules via

Sports-SG Ed before the start of the course.

The total course fee for SG-Coach Pencak Silat Integrated Level 1

Course is $680.00. Participants can submit their course claims via

MySkillsFuture.

Should you have any further inquiries, please do not hesitate to

contact Mdm Nurul Fiona, Assistant Technical Director at

fiona@persisi.org and/or +65 9424 9840.





NATIONAL
RECRUITMENT

2022
Join us and be the next Silat World Champion!
If you're interested in joining the National Team for Pencak Silat,
send in your registrations now! 

A Silat background would be ideal, but we are also open to those
who don't. 

For more information, you can contact us at 6282 2316, or send in
an email to us at ssf@persisi.org. 





WEEKLY CONTACT
SESSIONS WITH SSP

Updates on the student-athletes' academic performance,

Planning of their 4-year projection in future competitions,

Sharing of their training programme and progress, 

FY2023 intake for Primary 6 students and/or mid-streamers',

and 

School programmes involving the student-athletes. 

To keep ourselves in the loop, our Technical team has been

attending weekly contact sessions with the Senior General

Manager (Individual Programme) from the Singapore Sports

School, Mr. Ng Kok Wei.

Some of these updates include: 

Keep a look out on our future issues

for further updates on the Student-

Athletes! 



UPCOMING
EVENTS

12, 13, 14, 20, 21 Aug: National Referee-Jury
Course 

TBA: 1st Asian Junior Pencak Silat
Championship (Uzbekhistan)
3 - 12 Sep: 6th Asian Pencak Silat Championship
(Kashmir, India)
23 - 25 Sep: Tertiary Silat Championship

TBA: National Beach Silat Championships
(Singapore)

4, 5, 6 & 11, 12, 13 Nov: Rising to Greatness
14 - 21 Nov: 6th WJPSC Local Training Camp 

6 - 12 Dec: 2nd World Beach Pencak Silat
Championship (Cebu, Philippines)
16 - 24 Dec: 6th World Junior Pencak Silat
Championship / Arena of Pendekar (Singapore)



Singapore Silat Federation welcomes any new Silat Club to
join us as our affiliate, be it as an Ordinary or Associate
Member!

You will be able to get first-hand information with regards
to Pencak Silat activities and programmes happening locally
and internationally. Most importantly, get your Silat Club
recognized and certified by us, the main governing body for
the sport in Singapore.

Currently, we have twenty (20) Ordinary Members, and
seven (7) Associate Members registered with us.

And a total of forty-eight (48) Silat Clubs, also known as
Perguruan, registered and certified with Singapore Silat
Federation.

RUNNING A SILAT
CLUB?

To join us, simply write in to register
your interest via email to
ssf@persisi.org and attention it to
our President with Affiliation with
Singapore Silat Federation as your
subject. 

We look forward to welcoming you
on board!



FOLLOW US ON

@SGSILAT
SINGAPORE SILAT

FEDERATION

TALK TO US
(65) 6282 2316 / 17 / 19
ssf@persisi.org || www.persisi.org

WE ARE LOCATED AT.. 
11 Bedok North Street 1, Heartbeat@Bedok, #04-02,
Singapore 469662
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